Special preview perf. tonight, 8pm
MIT students $2.00 with ID (exp. 6/30)

Police Blotter

(The Police Blotter is a report written by the Campus Patrol on
crimes, incidents and actions on the MIT campus.)

A 1971 Oldsmobile was stolen from its parking place on Memorial Drive near the Pierce Boathouse, after the owner had left it for about eight hours during the day on Wednesday.

Several persons suffered the loss of their valuables after leaving them unattended in their Main Complex offices during the afternoon on Wednesday.

An organized ring of at least four men has been reported operating on college campuses in the Boston area in recent days. They have been arranging to sell contraband to students willing to buy on the illicit market; the ring members relieve them of their cash, the "sellers" taking up the day on Wednesday.

A woman studying in a Main Complex classroom was surprised when an unidentified man sat down quite close to her, but was only "reading the paper" she paid scant attention. After he left about ten minutes later, she discovered that he had taken with him her wallet, with her personal papers and $30 cash.

A 1971 Ford Mustang left parked overnight on Memorial Drive near the Hayden Memorial was found to have been stolen when the owner returned in the morning last Saturday.

Officers on Saturday arrested a man in the basement of Bexley Hall, after the subject was discovered to have taken up unauthorized residence for several days there.

A lone pedestrian on Memorial Drive was surprised by two unknown males last Thursday evening, who demanded of him his funds. Finding that he had no money, the pair fled in the direction of the Kendall Sq. subway station.

A student left a wallet in a handbag last Sunday, and then left the bag unattended while folk-dancing. When she got through with the dance she found that the wallet was gone, and with it her $1 in cash and her check for $2000.

A student reported to the Campus Police that while walking alone on the Harvard Bridge Tuesday night around 9pm, he was held up and robbed at gunpoint by two unidentified males, who fled off into the night.

Celebration disappointing

(Celebration continued from page 3)

by the stage being so far forward, but it could have been more effective, as sometimes people were performing literally in the dark.

The costumes were clever, and again, extremely serviceable. So were the special effects, which drew the most applause of all. The "Percussion Ensemble" was also extremely good. and even an extremely polished, professional performance would be hard to take - in this case, which is far from perfect, it simply doesn't make it.
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MIT Students for

Henry M. Jackson, candidate for President of the US

Students interested in working for the Jackson for President Committee should contact Barbara Magovsky at 523-0530.

The Phoenix Theatre, prior to its June opening at the New York Shakespeare Festival, will be producing a new play by starring Israel Horowitz, Lenny Baker directed by the author

Presented by Brandeis University in association with The Pineapple Theatre, prior to its Broadway opening November 15th and 16th only Saturday at 8pm and Sunday at 2pm and 7pm at 10pm. All seats reserved. For reservations and information call 594-0343, or write to The Spring Hi Theatre, Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.